In Vitro Evaluation of Papaverine Hydrochloride Incompatibilities: A Simulation of Intraarterial Infusion for Cerebral Vasospasm
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PURPOSE: To elucidate, in light of reports of complications associated with intraarterial infusion of papaverine hydrochloride, the known propensity of papaverine hydrochloride to form precipitate in combination with other solutions or pharmaceuticals. METHODS: Initially simulating a situation experienced during an intraarterial papaverine infusion for cerebral vasospasm, we mixed various concentrations of papaverine with serum, nonheparinized and heparinized saline, and nonionic contrast material. RESULTS: Papaverine in concentrations of 0.3% (300 mg/100 mL of normal saline) or greater formed a precipitate when mixed with human serum (blood). The precipitate crystals were 50 to 100 μm in size and could be returned to solution simply by the addition of more serum. CONCLUSION: Crystal emboli are a possible transient cause of complications experienced during treatment of vasospasm with its attendant altered flow dynamics.
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Papaverine hydrochloride is a member of the benzylisquinoline group of alkaloids, which may be prepared synthetically or obtained from opium (1). The most characteristic clinical effect of papaverine is smooth muscle relaxation in the vascular system, as well as in the bronchial musculature and gastrointestinal, biliary, and urinary tracts. For more than 2 decades it has been used intraarterially in the peripheral vascular system to increase perfusion or to reverse vasospasm. More recently, intraarterial papaverine has been used in cerebral vessels to counteract clinical vasospasm after subarachnoid hemorrhage (2, 3). The effects on vasospasm in the cerebral circulation, although not permanent, are nevertheless encouraging and suggest that papaverine may be a useful therapeutic option. However, reports also have included complications associated with papaverine infusion (2, 4, 5). Papaverine has long been known to be potentially unstable in solution, forming a precipitate in various mixtures. This report describes the conditions and results under which papaverine is found to be unstable while simulating a clinical infusion for cerebral vasospasm.

Materials and Methods

To simulate a situation commonly experienced during intraarterial papaverine infusion for cerebral vasospasm, we assumed a typical patient with a 5-L intravascular volume and a recent diagnostic angiogram using 100 mL of nonionic radiographic contrast material (300 mg/mL of iohexol [Winthrop, New York, NY]). Additionally, heparinized saline (4000 to 6000 U/L) is commonly used as a flush solution. Heparin is often administered intravenously in quantities of 3000 to 5000 U when microcatheters are used. The papaverine is usually infused with normal saline in a 0.3% (300 mg/100 mL) of normal saline concentration.

These parameters established the following physiologic test situation: (a) 37°C temperature, 5000 mL extravascular volume; (b) 0.3% papaverine concentration in normal saline; (c) 4 U of heparin/mL saline (flush); (d) 0.5 U of heparin/mL (in vivo heparin concentration assuming a 5000-U bolus); and (e) 0.02 mL of 300 mg/mL nonionic
contrast per milliliter in vivo (100 mL contrast for diagnostic angiogram). The above-mentioned concentrations of papaverine, heparinized saline, and radiographic contrast served only as initial guides to probable physiologic concentrations of common substances likely to be mixed (along with blood) during an actual infusion. Concentrations were varied on either side of these starting points, typically by a factor of 10.

Spectrophotometric analysis of each mixture (at 37°C) was obtained using a Beckman DU-7 Spectrophotometer (Beckman Instruments, Irvine, Calif). An ultraviolet and visible light absorption spectrum was obtained on each sample after standardization. The spectrum ranged from 225 to 700 nm.

The stability of papaverine in solution was also evaluated with respect to change in pH. Papaverine solutions of 3%, 0.3%, and 0.03% (with and without preservative) were buffered with sodium hydroxide, which is used as a buffer in papaverine preparation. A Beckman Phi 44 pH meter was used to monitor pH. Precipitate formation was detected visually and spectrophotometrically.

Precipitates obtained in serum and during pH adjustments were examined with light microscopy for crystal shape and size.

**Results**

Measurements of papaverine hydrochloride with chlorobutanol preservative (Lilly, Indianapolis, Ind), 30 mg/mL (3.0%), demonstrated an acidic mixture with a pH of 3.3. Slowly buffering this preparation with small aliquots of sodium hydroxide consistently produced a fine white precipitate above a pH of 5.3. This situation also held true for papaverine hydrochloride without chlorobutanol preservative (Frosst, Kirkland, Quebec, Canada). Papaverine at 0.3% (300 mg/100 mL of normal saline) concentration also precipitated between 5.3 and 5.4 pH. However, when diluted to 0.03% (30 mg/100 mL of normal saline), there was no precipitate formation, indicating that the stability of papaverine in solution is concentration as well as pH dependent (Table).

Precipitate formation was also found to be concentration dependent when papaverine was mixed with heparinized saline and serum (Table). A precipitate is formed when 3.0% (30 mg/mL) papaverine is mixed with heparinized saline between 2000 and 10 000 U/L (Fig 1). This concentration of papaverine, although common for peripheral infusion, is not used intracranially. Papaverine is typically mixed at a concentration of 300 mg/100 mL of normal saline (0.3%) for cerebral infusion. A papaverine concentration of 0.3% or less revealed no detectable precipitate when mixed with heparinized saline solutions (Fig 2).

In nonheparinized human serum, papaverine forms a white precipitate when used in 3.0% and 0.3% concentrations (Fig 3). Initially, small quantities of papaverine added to serum will form a layer of precipitate that can be redissolved when the solution is agitated. Continued addition of papaverine eventually will develop a permanent precipitate; this quantity was found to be 0.6 mL of 0.3% papaverine per milliliter of serum (Fig 4). When this point is reached, additional serum combined during agitation will redissolve the papaverine precipitate. The reversibility of precipitate formation is the same with or without chlorobutanol preservative.

We tested papaverine at various concentrations in normal saline, 300 mg/mL of iohexol, 300 mg/mL of iopamidol (Squibb, New Brunswick, NJ), and 320 mg/mL of ioversol (Mallinckrodt, St. Louis, Mo) without evidence of precipitate (Fig 5).

Papaverine precipitate microscopically has a variable crystalline configuration (Fig 6) with crystal sizes ranging from 50 to 100 µm.

**Discussion**

Papaverine was originally derived from crude opium but has no apparent narcotic properties.
It is a potent smooth muscle relaxant that produces generalized arteriolar dilatation and smooth muscle relaxation (6). The mechanism of action is not known, but may be related to elevated levels of intracellular cyclic adenosine monophosphate and secondary to inhibition of phosphodiesterase (7). Metabolism is largely hepatic, and 90% of circulating papaverine is protein bound (1). The half-life is estimated to be between 1 and 2 hours (8).

Recommended uses of papaverine are diverse and include treatment of ventricular arrhythmias (historical) and vasospasm associated with coronary occlusion and infarction (9). It also has been used for peripheral vascular disease, both diffuse and focal (10). The drug has been shown to increase cerebral blood flow in patients with cerebrovascular disease (11, 12). However, papaverine, like other vasodilators, can decrease flow to ischemic areas when used shortly after ischemic stroke (13, 14). Papaverine has recently been used intraarterially in the cerebral vasculature for vasospasm after subarachnoid hemorrhage (2, 3, 15, 16). When used early after the onset of clinical vasospasm, it often has a beneficial effect, with associated vasodilation and improved regional perfusion. The response of vasospasm to papaverine after subarachnoid hemorrhage may be transient, with vasodilation diminishing from 12 to 24 hours. Also, work in animals suggests
that vasospasm becomes progressively refractory to papaverine infusion 48 hours or more after its onset (17, 18). This is believed to be related to irreversible structural changes in the endothelium, smooth muscle cell layer, and adventitia that occur several days after subarachnoid hemorrhage (19-21).

Known complications include hypotension and tachycardia. Ectopic rhythms of ventricular origin may be produced when an arteriovenous conduction abnormality exists. Sedation has been reported as a side effect in humans, and progressive central nervous system depression is noted in animals at high dose levels (1). There is an anecdotal report of coma after an intramuscular injection (22). Also, vessel occlusion was noted in an upper extremity after intraarterial use of papaverine combined with radiographic contrast material (23). Complications in the central nervous system after intraarterial injections for vasospasm have been described and include transient hemiparesis (2), cranial nerve deficits, and reversible brain stem depression (4). The cause of these complications is not yet known. Thus far, all adverse effects from intraarterial papaverine used for cerebral vasospasm have been transient. They are, however, distressing to the health care team and, when not recognized and appropriately treated, potentially life threatening (ie, brain stem depression with respiratory arrest).

Complications that result during infusion for cerebral vasospasm occur in situations of altered flow dynamics and during infusions near small perforators. As yet, it has not been determined whether complications result from: (a) primary toxic or neurodepressive effects, or (b) secondary embolic or ischemic effects associated with precipitate formation. Indeed, both potentially could be produced or accentuated by the low flow state created with vasospasm. Direct neurodepressive effects have been suggested (5). Incompatibilities with radiographic contrast (most notably Hexabrix) resulting in precipitate formation have been described on several occasions (24-29), as well as instability in solutions with pH above 5.0 (30). Intrathecal injection of a 3% concentration of papaverine also resulted in precipitate formation.

This in vitro investigation attempted to simulate concentrations of materials that potentially could be combined with papaverine during an infusion for cerebral vasospasm. The results indicate that papaverine solutions of 0.3% or higher concentration have the propensity to form precipitate when mixed with serum (Fig 7). This would be accentuated by a low flow state, as found in vasospasm, in which any dilutional effect would be minimized. Concentration-dependent precipitate formation could be reduced or prevented by using more dilute solutions of papaverine or by slowing the infusion rate (as evidenced by papaverine's being redissolved with the addition of serum and/or agitation [Fig 4]). Papaverine did not form precipitate with heparinized saline when diluted to 0.3% (300 mg/100 mL of normal saline (Table). Compatibility with nonionic contrast (iohexol, iopamidol, and ioversol) was also demonstrated. No difference in compatibility was noted between papaverine with or without chlorobutanol preservative.

Papaverine hydrochloride has proved, in this and other evaluations, to be potentially unstable
in solution at certain concentrations mixed with serum, ionic contrast material, or heparinized saline, or when buffered above a pH of 5.0 (Table). This instability is, in all situations, concentration dependent. Precipitate crystals are 50 to 100 μm in size and have very irregular, angular shapes (Fig 6). Once formed, papaverine crystals easily could create significant emboli distally with expected ischemic symptoms. Ischemic symptoms might be transient because of resuspension of precipitate over time. These problems are diminished by dilutions that decrease the papaverine concentration to less than 0.3% before infusion and a slower papaverine infusion rate. When a diagnostic angiogram reveals severely restricted flow or the need to infuse near perforating vessels, a decreased papaverine concentration or protracted infusion time should be considered. It is hoped that this would decrease the chance of embolic and ischemic complications associated with precipitate formation and minimize possible direct neurodepressant effects.

Conclusions

Complications have been reported with intraarterial infusion of papaverine for cerebral vasospasm. This study confirms the potential for papaverine to precipitate and form emboli in low-flow situations. Although it is not yet possible to determine whether the complications result from a direct (neurodepressant) or secondary (embolic or ischemic) effect, appropriate attention to the papaverine concentration and infusion rate may be helpful in decreasing side effects.
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